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“This is about automating branches as much as possible
and about moving customers away from tellers to a selfservice device that enhances and integrates with the
customer’s digital banking to create a seamless banking
experience, whether that’s in a branch or at another
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location altogether.”

— Aravinda Korala, CEO, KAL ATM Software

One year ago, the ATM turned 50, a momentous and much-commemorated event in the financial
services industry.
And why not? Many industry members, this writer included, can remember a time when there were no
ATMs — not even so much as simple self-service cash dispensers.
There certainly were no bulk deposit-sorting and check cashing ATMs, exact change dispensing ATMs,
recycling ATMs or bill payment-accepting ATMs.
And most definitely there were no remote video teller ATMs or cardless, smartphone-activated ATMs.
The ATM was already 40 when the iPhone made its debut.
But if 2017 was a year for the industry to celebrate the extraordinary success of the ATM and the
banking revolution it set in motion, then 2018 is the year for the industry to take off its party hat, sweep
up the confetti and ask … “Now what?”

An era of growth

In its first 50 years, the ATM grew within a framework of modest consumer expectations. Every
advancement was welcomed by the public, from the advent of multibank networks to the rollout of
envelope-free deposit to the more recent introduction of cardless cash withdrawal.
During this time, the ATM channel grew at a tremendous pace in Western countries, as banks
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by
expandedand
the footprint
of their off-premises
ATM fleets and encouraged their customers to use
these
locations rather than the branch for their basic banking needs.

At the same time, independent ATM operators were gathering strength and filling out their landscapes
with installations in any viable locations the banks hadn’t already taken.
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Eventually, Western markets matured and the rush to install ATMs in every corner bar and retail shop
subsided. The industry settled into a more sedate pace of life-cycle replacements and software-driven
upgrades that lent themselves to greater facility and efficiency in ATM fleets.

2018

While this maturation process was unfolding within the industry, developments outside of the industry were
changing everything.

Emerging technologies, emerging markets

Firstly, financial institutions took advantage of the explosive growth of the internet to develop the online
banking channel, which today allows almost any account holder with a PC and an internet connection to
manage their day-to-day banking needs from home.
Secondly, banks seized the opportunity to make banking even more convenient for customers with the
introduction of mobile banking, which enabled them to bank anywhere and anytime that suited their schedule.
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This had an even greater impact on banking, as populations who lacked access to computers and the
internet — and, in some cases, even to banks — gained the ability to open a deposit account through a
financial institution or a payment account through their telco, and access it from anyplace where they could
use a mobile phone.
In developing nations without extensive branch networks and public communications infrastructure, the
impact of this development was enormous.
Even in mature markets, the emergence of mobile banking has been transformative. It has given customers
more freedom to tailor their choice of banking channels to their specific personal needs. And it has given
financial institutions the opportunity to reduce costs and meet revenue targets by expanding their range of
self-service channels.
Thirdly, the smartphone led inevitably to increasing mobilization and innovation in the payments channel,
potentially reducing the day-to-day need for cash — and the number of trips to the ATM.

Effects on cash use

In the U.K., the volume of contactless card and mobile transactions in June exceeded that of cash for the first
time ever. And the London transit system, historically a cash-based business, is now completely cash-free.
And then, of course, there’s the example of Sweden, where, for better or worse, the government’s desire to
drive toward a cashless society is coming very close to reality.
That said, cash remains a preferred form of payment in all regions of the world.

According toand
the 2018
World Cashby
Report, “In Europe, 80 percent of point-of-sale transactions Sponsored
are
Developed
published
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conducted in cash, while in North America, where card payments are most regularly used, cash use still
accounts for 31 percent.”
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The report goes on to say, “In Asia, the rise of online purchases does not mean that cash is taken out of the
equation, with more than three out of every four online purchases in a number of countries paid for by cash
on delivery.”

2018

However, the same report points out that an increasing number of countries — including Kenya, Nigeria,
South Africa, Zambia, China, India, Indonesia, Russia, Ireland, Sweden, Argentina and Brazil — are seeing
a decrease in cash in circulation. It also shows that, while the overall volume of payments is increasing,
electronic payments are growing at a faster rate than cash payments.
Governments in some markets would prefer to see cash payments replaced by digital transactions that are
easier to trace and tax.
Banks in these markets also would prefer that their customers use mobile payments and save them the cost
of having to greatly expand ATM networks that are inadequate to serve a rapidly growing number of account
holders, particularly in rural areas.
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These and other motivators have contributed to a rapid uptake of mobile banking and payments in countries
like China, where cash use declined 10 percent between 2015 and 2016.
In India, the government deliberately took cash out of the system through demonitization in an effort to
reduce “black money” and encourage the adoption of digital payments.
As a result of this demonitization and extremely low surcharge limits allowed by the central bank, the number
of ATMs in India actually declined in the past year, after making rapid gains over the previous five years.

Access for the unbanked

Still, governments in China, India and other developing countries across Asia do recognize the importance of
ATMs as a means to bring unbanked citizens into the formal banking system — particularly in areas where
operation of a bricks-and-mortar branch would not be feasible.
The ATM’s ability to substitute for a branch helps to account for an annual growth rate of 16.3 percent in
recent years in the installed ATM base across Asia.
And despite halting progress in India, wider distribution is still an official objective. The government wants
every citizen to have access to an ATM within a 15-minute walk.
Given a current ratio of 183 ATMs per million adults in India compared with a ratio of 448 per million
throughout the rest of the world, it seems likely that the government will work with the industry to encourage
continued growth.
The African continent suffers from an even greater shortage of ATMs, which only adds to the future potential
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“Some countries in Africa and Asia are way behind the curve in terms of number of ATMs, at just 10–20
percent of the Western average. These countries are working to increase availability, which is one reason
why the total number of ATMs around the world continues to edge up.”
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An era of reinvention
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More than simply increasing in numbers, though, the industry will continue to advance in terms of functionality
as governments and consumers both come to increasingly expect ATMs to stand in for branches and serve a
broader variety of banking and payment needs.
From the most basic of cash dispensers to the most sophisticated of remote video-enabled solutions and
financial service kiosks, financial institutions have the opportunity to selectively equip and deploy self-service
devices to meet highly specific community needs and consumer preferences.
The celebration of the world’s first cash-dispensing ATM might be over, but the next 50 years of ATM
innovation is just beginning to get underway.
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

2018

A total of 470 industry members participated in this year’s survey — a return to participation levels
in 2016, after a bump in numbers amidst the ATM 50th anniversary excitement in 2017.
Of the 2018 survey respondents, 49.1 percent represented financial institutions — a slightly larger
proportion than in 2017 (44.5 percent).
The remaining 50.9 percent of 2018 respondents identified as “other,” a group comprised largely
of ATM and self-service equipment vendors, service providers, independent ATM deployers
and processors.
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In geographic terms, North America represented the largest share of respondents, at 31 percent,
unchanged from 2017 results.
North America was followed by Asia-Pacific (26 percent); Europe (22 percent); the Middle East and
Africa (14 percent); and Central and South America (9 percent). Responses from MEA saw the largest
increase — approximately 3 percent. Conversely, South American participation declined 3 percent.
Together, the mature markets of North America and Europe represented more than half (56.4 percent)
of survey respondents, continuing the historical trend.
In terms of ATM fleet size, respondents were fairly evenly distributed, with a 7-point spread between
the largest institutions (those with101–250 ATMs) and the smallest (a tie between the 1-100 and
2,000-plus categories).
The most marked change from 2017 to 2018 was in the 2,000-plus group, which shrank 7 points —
from 29 percent to 22 percent.
The biggest gainer was the 101–250 ATM cohort which was 5 percent larger this year than last —
29 percent, compared with 24 percent.
This year’s survey for financial institutions did not include a question about the number
of branches operated.
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The Incredible Shrinking
Branch Network
The number of bank branches in the United States peaked in 2009.
Then, amid a major global financial crisis and a massive increase in the number of internet and
smartphone users who found branch visits less necessary — and less convenient — the numbers
began to fall.
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According to the St. Louis Fed, “Since 2009, the number of commercial bank and thrift branches has
shrunk nearly 10 percent, or just over 1 percent per year.”
In the period from mid-2012 to mid-2017, many regional US banks significantly reduced their branch
footprint including:
•

Capital One Financial Corp. cut 32 percent of its branches.

•

SunTrust Banks Inc. cut 22 percent of its branches.

•

Regions Financial Corp. cut 12 percent of its branches.

In total, U.S. banks have shuttered 9,000 branches in this decade. Smaller community banks have
notably bucked the closure trend, either growing or at least maintaining branch networks, but the overall
net numbers are negative, and substantially so.
In other mature markets the story is the same. The U.K. has been hard hit with branch closures in recent
times, with 3,000 shuttered within the past three years.
Former Barclays chief executive Antony Jenkins has predicted that half of the U.K.’s remaining 7,000
branches could disappear within the next five to 10 years.

“The number of branches in the U.S. shrank by
more than 1,700 in the 12 months ended in June
Developed and published by
Sponsored by
2017, the biggest decline on record …”
— The Wall Street Journal
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In Europe, the theme continues. Since 2008, 48,000 branches have closed across the European Union,
according to the European Banking Federation. That’s more than 20 percent of all EU bank branches.

2018

Anyone presuming that this was simply due to the economic crisis would be mistaken. More than 9,000
banks closed in 2016, seven years after the end of the Great Recession.
In almost all cases — especially in smaller communities — the primary reason cited for closures
has been that of significantly decreased footfall resulting from a dramatic increase in online and
mobile banking.
Banks argue that they simply cannot justify the continued expense of operating branches to
accommodate a fast-shrinking number of customers — the majority of them older people — whose
preference is to bank face-to-face with a live teller.
And despite frequent assertions from various quarters that millennials — and now Gen Z —still want
personalized banking with a human touch, the fact remains: Branch traffic has declined — more than 45
percent over the past 20 years — and will continue to decline — an additional 36 percent between 2017
and 2022, per predictions.
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A stand-in for the branch

All of this bodes to make the ATM channel even more important to the banking sector in the decades to
come than it has been in the first 50 years of its existence.
Says Korala: “If you ask me what was priority No. 1 for banks over the last 10 years, it would be cost
reduction. But now I’d say that has fallen further down on the list.”
In fact, as recently as 2016, cost reduction ranked No. 1 in the list of critical changes survey respondents
said their institutions needed to make to ATM operations.
In the 2017 study, cost reduction was respondents’ second priority, tied in importance with the need to
migrate in-branch transactions to self-service systems.
In 2018 respondents put cost reduction in fourth place — tied at 18 percent with cash-handling efficiency.
However, Korala pointed out that today’s financial institutions are looking at a broader cost reduction
picture — one whose centerpiece is the rationalization of branch networks and shuttering of underutilized
branch locations.
“So now when a bank closes a branch it’s about replacing the branch with an ATM or a kiosk,” Korala
said. “You can think in terms of a ‘gray scale’ of hardware, starting from maybe some really low-cost
machines on one end and really high-performance devices on the other end, depending on the location
and the services most customers will need.

Developed and published by
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“And you need to be able to support those customers with all this self-service machine functionality
that replaces a full service branch, and of course make sure that the support provided ensures the best
possible customer experience.
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“Instead of ATM cost reduction what I would put at No. 1 is a bigger picture of cost reduction focusing on
branch transformation or branch substitution through self-service.”
Ultimately, financial institutions must ensure that their customers feel just as comfortable at a self-service
machine as they would be at a teller window.
The dawning realization of this fact has led financial institutions to elevate the importance of customer
experience — from No. 3 in the 2016 ATM and Self-Service Software Trends survey — to No. 1 in 2017
and No. 1 again in 2018.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
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Customer Experience is Job One
Possibly one of the greatest misconceptions among the banking public is that financial institutions make
money from their ATMs in the form of fees. FIs can only wish this were true.
It is a fact, though, that ATMs can generate savings through more efficient use of staff and facilities.
There is also evidence that a large ATM footprint can help to attract customers. ATMs can be a
vehicle for personalized marketing messages. They can produce useful data about customer habits
and preferences.
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But they do not make huge amounts of money for financial institutions.
For more than 51 years, the ATM has served the express purpose of making life a little simpler for the
deploying FI’s customers.
But as time has gone on, this purpose has metamorphosed from a nod to customer convenience into a
necessity for customer attraction, retention and loyalty.
And the means to these ends is a first-class customer experience.

The 2018 self-service software trends survey bears out this assertion.

For most of the past 10 years, cost reduction was identified as the No. 1 driver for banks as they planned
for and implemented new ATM functionalities and technologies.
But a lot has changed in a decade. In this year’s survey, just 10 percent of respondents cited cost
reduction as the first priority for ATM upgrades.
At 41 percent, the most important factor in prioritizing the implementation of ATM functionalities today is
the need to accommodate customer requests and demands — particularly the demand for a seamless,
real-time experience they are increasingly accustomed to finding in the retailing world.

Banks and nonbank financial institutions are
shifting
their focus
Developed
and published
by away from rationalizing Sponsored by
product offerings toward a cohesive, simple,
and personalized customer experience ... — Deloitte
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Second to that requirement is the need to respond to competitive pressure from other financial
institutions, challenger banks, and a constant influx of new and alternative banking solutions offered by a
growing number of financial technology companies.
Survey participants also identified customer experience as a critical area for future improvement. Fortytwo percent said their institution needed to improve the customer experience, and 30 percent said that
they needed to improve availability, the foremost aspect of customer satisfaction.
This trend was apparent throughout the survey responses from participants — both those representing
financial institutions and those representing providers to the banking industry.
Collected remarks from interview subjects in the banking industry underscore the importance of
customer experience:
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“Banks were always saying ‘the customer is the focus,’ but they didn’t do it well,” says Tang Guojun,
general manager of the IT department at Bank of Shizuishan in Shizuishan, China. “They were too
focused on cost instead. Nowdays, with the fierce competition, cost is a factor that needs to be taken into
consideration, but how to serve the customer better is most important.”
At the moment, banks have an edge on nontraditional competitors such as financial technology
companies. And through their proprietary ATM channels, which those competitors lack, FIs have an
opportunity to widen their lead, says Tang.
“Though technology companies bring competition in traditional banking, banks still lead financial fields,”
he says. “Plus, banks also are deploying new technology to improve customer experience ... [and] ATMs
still take an important role to fulfill many traditional transactions.”
As it happens, one gratifying byproduct of an outstanding customer experience is improved cost efficiency.
With close attention to providing the best possible customer experience in a channel, financial institutions
can more easily and naturally steer customers away from expensive service channels — namely, the
teller line at the branch — and toward less expensive ones, such as the ATM.
“Good customer experience is the most important factor when motivating customers to adopt and
use a particular channel for specific purposes,” says Deusdedit Massuka, head of ICT at the National
Microfinance Bank, Tanzania. “Every bank can buy and deploy any technology available in the market,
but customer experience is the result of innovation — extra thinking put in place.”
Alfred Wong, vice president of information technology at Hong Kong-based Jetco, suggests that an
enhanced customer experience at the ATM could even make the channel more like the profit center of
today’s faulty consumer perceptions.

Developed and published by
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“As a delivery channel, future ATMs should be able to provide greater customer satisfaction and loyalty,
reduced workload in branches and an enhanced revenue opportunity, as well as providing higher value
on cross-selling products,” he says.
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David Rodriguez, an account manager at Santiago, Chile-based Belltech, shares Wong’s outlook: “The
ATM channel is transforming from being a transactional channel to a future sales channel,” he says. “It is
generating new income for banks and changing users’ experience to a more personalized one.”
This will require a significant expansion of ATM functionality, well beyond the job of dispensing cash and
accepting deposits.
Today’s ATMs can perform an impressive array of tasks; each deployer will have to determine which
of these will best serve a particular set of customer needs in a particular setting in order to provide a
relevant and suitable customer experience.
Puneet Kapoor, senior executive vice president at Mumbai, India-based Kotak Mahindra Bank, puts it
this way: “[I]t is important that an ATM encompasses several services which satisfy the real needs of
customers if it is to be repositioned as a major touch point equivalent to a bank branch.”

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
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ATM Evolution:
From the Sideline to the Spotlight
To quote an advertising tagline coined the same year that the first ATM began dispensing currency,
“You’ve come a long way, baby.”
From ATM network interoperability to multivendor platforms; from envelope-free deposits to bill
payment to remote teller control and beyond, the journey of the ATM has been one of perpetual,
methodical advancement.
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Today’s most sophisticated multifunction machines can carry out almost all of the transactions now
performed at the teller window.
In fact, some banks and credit unions have already deployed self-service systems in remote locations
where bricks-and-mortar branches would not be viable.
In Western markets where financial institutions are rationalizing their branch networks and many times
leaving small communities without still-needed services, full-function ATMs might effectively fill gaps in
service delivery for existing account holders.
In developing economies, these machines can enable financial inclusion for populations in rural and
remote locations where banking facilities are either impractically distant or simply nonexistent.

“Nowadays the ATM has become one of the core
channels, complementing internet and mobile
banking. Its role is not only continuing to be core to
the financial services industry, but is also evolving
intoand
thepublished
provision
Developed
by of mission-critical ‘access to funds’
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functionalities for financial inclusion initiatives.”
— Accenture
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And in the places in between, these and other multifunction ATMs have the potential to meet the
increasing customer demand for seamless and convenient multi- or omni-channel banking services.
Abraham Iracheta, ATM operations manager at León, Mexico-based Banco del Bajío, believes that
“the attractiveness of offering 24/7 service and low maintenance” will contribute to future growth in
the ATM industry.
He also believes that banks will standardize and conform their services from one channel to the next,
“so that by any channel they can perform the same operations.”
Additionally he says, banks will innovate on the traditional PIN authentication method, moving toward
QR, biometric, contactless and other forms of authentication that will make life easier for current account
holders and potentially provide banking services for unbanked customers.
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Participants in the 2018 ATM and Self-service Software Trends study said that their financial institutions
were already offering services such as multiple denomination note dispensing (59 percent and 57
percent, respectively); bill payment (53 percent and 56 percent); cardless transactions (41 percent and
48 percent); bulk deposits for businesses (38 percent and 38 percent); mobile phone top-up (38 percent
and 35 percent); and cash recycling (37 percent and 46 percent).
The top three future functionalities relate to ATM access: 33 percent of banking industry participants
expect to support cardless transactions within the next few years, while 31 percent expect to support
contactless access, and 29 percent believe they will be adding biometric authentication.
Nonbank respondents see cash recycling as the No. 1 future functionality in their region, but otherwise
track with banks in forecasting the addition of support for biometric, cardless and contactless access at
32, 28 and 25 percent, respectively.
None of this will come without the addition of complexity and cost into an already elaborate and
expensive banking ecosystem.

The management imperative

In such an environment, effective management and monitoring of networks becomes imperative.
The first priority for monitoring and management is, of course, availability. “Uptime seems to be the
prevailing message,” says Eric de Putter, managing director of the London-based consulting firm
Payment Redesign Ltd.
But while it might be the prevailing message, uptime is certainly not the entire story.

“It is important
go deeper to understand
the reasons for nonavailability of an ATM,” said Puneet
Developed
andtopublished
by
Sponsored by
Kapoor, senior executive vice president at Mumbai-based Kotak Mahindra Bank. “Is it hardware failures,
network failure or cash out? Additionally, ticket size of transactions, cash versus noncash transactions,
onsite versus offsite, etc., needs to be monitored and analyzed to understand the customer profile.”
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Besides availability, monitoring and management, other functions mentioned in interviews included cash
forecasting, rejected banknotes, security, transaction volume, average cost per ATM, user frequency,
timing and types of transactions, and cost per transaction.
All of these are important, says Martin Zuccala of Belltech SA, and adds, “In my opinion the availability
of equipment does not always reflect the quality of service. We should evolve to one measurement per
site: The important thing to register is how many of the clients that went to a bank branch could efficiently
carry out the process that took them to it.”
This sentiment is echoed by Pablo Santa Teresa, national device manager in Australia for Madrid-based
Prosegur, a CIT company.
“Traditionally ATM customer availability has been the key metric for managing ATMs,” he says. “However,
becoming increasingly important are transaction volumes in terms of the range of services provided and
ease of use, or user experience.”
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Financial institutions are mostly using vendor-provided tools to manage their fleet in-house. This group
constituted 47 percent of respondents compared with only 17 percent monitored using tools their own
institution developed, and 16 percent depended on an outside service for monitoring.
And a substantial majority of FIs are using a standard set of uptime-focused features: ATM application
monitoring (71 percent); remote actions such as reboot (70 percent); electronic journal retrieval (65
percent); and cash position (63 percent).
Far smaller numbers mentioned features such as predictive maintenance (20 percent) and cash
forecasting (35 percent). Less than half (43 percent) said they monitored for security events.
As an alternative to managing the demands of in-house monitoring and management — or even thirdparty contracting of these functions, many institutions are looking to outsourcing their entire ATM estate
as a solution.

To outsource or not to outsource …

This year’s survey was the first in this series to ask participants about outsourcing; 20 percent of
respondents said that they had elected to outsource their ATMs.
For many of these FIs, outsourcing is one more aspect of branch transformation and an enhanced
customer experience. It allows these institutions to focus the attention of branch staff on customer service
instead of ATM servicing, which, particularly at small and midsize FIs, is not a center of expertise.
This gap in expertise can only grow with the expansion of functionality and complexity in ATM operations
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For many institutions that have given thought to outsourcing but haven’t yet made a decision to do so,
another potentially expensive ATM operating system upgrade could be the event that finally pushes
banks to consider outsourcing their ATM estate.
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And the next one is not far off. Microsoft will discontinue support for the current Windows 7 operating
system on January 14, 2020.
FIs will be forced to make one of three difficult choices: 1) upgrade to Windows 10; 2) contract for
continued support of Windows 7 from Microsoft; or 3) face the risk of operating their ATMs without
security updates.
So far, only about one quarter (27 percent) of FIs have a plan in place for Windows 10 migration,
according to 2018 survey results.
This comes as no great surprise: In the 2017 survey, just a little more than one-half (53 percent) of
respondents had migrated, or were in the process of migrating, to Windows 7.
In this year’s survey, 16 percent of participating financial institutions said they were still running their
ATMs on Windows XP, an operating system that Microsoft stopped supporting more than four years ago,
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In June, the Reserve Bank of India finally became so impatient with banks still operating in a nonsecure
XP environment that it promised to fine any bank whose fleet was not fully migrated to Windows 7 by
June 2019 — a mere 6 months before support for that OS ends, as well.
As 73 percent of FIs without a migration plan considers yet another operating system upgrade, and
weighs the potential costs of an escalating battle with cybercriminals the number of them outsourcing
their ATM operations could well grow. This report will continue to follow the outsourcing trend to see
where it goes.
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For the Fleet of the Future,
Form Follows Functionality
As in years past, the ATM industry remains positive about the future. In this year’s survey, just under
two-thirds (65.4 percent) of respondent FIs said they expected their ATM networks to grow.
While expectations of growth are high, expectations about the importance of the channel in certain
markets have slightly diminished over the past two years of the survey.
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In 2016, 73 percent of survey participants saw increased importance for ATMs. Nineteen percent
thought their importance would remain the same, and 8 percent thought it would diminish.
In 2017, the numbers were approximately 72 percent, 20 percent and 9 percent, respectively.
In the 2018 survey, the percentage of FIs who expected the ATM channel to increase in importance
dropped precipitately — to 56 percent. One-quarter thought it would remain the same, 15 percent
thought it would decrease, and 3 percent weren’t sure which way things would go.
Comments from FIs reflected on the role of the ATM as a bridge between the digital and physical
delivery channels of the bank.
As Beverley Muir, senior manager for ATMs at Westpac Banking Corp. in New Zealand, sees it, the
ATM will provide customers with increased flexibility in the future. “At Westpac New Zealand, the
primary purpose of the ATM channel is to facilitate self-serve cash transactions and give customers
more flexibility on banking and cash presence where a branch is not located,” she says.
“This will continue to be an important delivery channel, i.e., a way for customers to access cash,
however I do see this channel as the bridge between branch and digital, and as digitization improves,
customers will increasingly choose digital over branch and ATM.

“Times and conditions change so rapidly that we
Sponsored by
must keep our aim constantly focused on the future.”
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“The channel will continue to remain relevant whilst there is cash in circulation, however the amount
of transactions and cash moving around the economy is trending down.”
The number of ATMs overall will likely fall, albeit there will be more ‘smarts’ likely to be in
branch locations.”
Others are of the same opinion:

“Its importance will decline in China,” says Chen Guodong, vice president and chief information officer
at Zijin International Finance Company Ltd. “Many banks will reduce ATMs with cash in the future, and
replace them with kiosks and mobile banking.”
“According to ATM transaction auditing in past years, cash transactions keep declining in China,”
says Tang Guojun, general manager of the IT department at Bank of Shizuishan. “So I don’t see a big
growth opportunity for ATMs. But other types of self-service machines (e.g., video teller machines,
card-issuing kiosks, etc.) are likely to become more important for bank transformation, so these kinds
of kiosks are increasing.”

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

“In the current East Africa market, 80 percent of ATM transactions are cash withdrawal,” says Massuka
of National Microfinance Bank, Tanzania. “However, mobile money payments (anywhere, anytime,
low operational cost) are increasingly getting acceptance in both wholesale and retail payment areas,
which is significantly going to reduce not only ATM cash withdrawals but all card-based transactions in
the near future. In the next few years, the ATM as a delivery channel will be used more as kiosks for
digital payments for service and goods.”
But … other industry experts see a different future for the ATM channel:
“The delivery channel will change to deliver physical rewards that the bank chooses to provide to its
current customers or uses to attract new customers,” says Luis Razo, CEO of Moneta Technologies. “It
will continue to be a means of cash delivery evolving to payment orders and physical means that allow
access to sites, events or privileges.”
“ATMs and other banking devices will continue to play a major role in the branch transformation
journey for most of the banks, with a clear strategy to provide an extended and wider service to
their customers,” says Pablo Santa Teresa of Prosegur. “However, I believe new fintech players with
alternative ways of payment will continue to challenge major banks … which may affect the relevance
of ATM channel.”

“The ATM as a ‘delivery channel’ will become a key part of branch transformation,” says Terri Duchar,
head of payment solutions and innovation at Houston-based Cardtronics. “They will enable more selfservice tasks
would traditionally
and
Developed
andthat
published
by have been done at the teller … We believe account opening
Sponsored
other transactions where the customer is required to verify who they are may be taken on by intelligent
depositories and kiosks.”
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“I believe that the ATM will not change much, in terms of its main function, which is cash withdrawal,”
says Manuel Duvignau, ATM Director at Banco del Bajio. “In Mexico, the use of cash continues to be
the main means of payment. However, the ATM will be transformed to provide more services to clients
at a single point outside the traditional branch.”
“While the ATM as a device will not go out of fashion, it needs to be repositioned as a channel,”
says Kapoor of Kotak Mahindra Bank. “This requires just effort at two levels: one, the ATM has to be
repositioned as an interface that does much more than only cash transactions; and two, consumer
awareness should be created to present the ATM as equivalent of a bank branch in a DIY mode.”
Chances are good that all of these industry experts are correct as it concerns their particular region
and situation.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

The ways ATMs serve consumers will reflect the unique needs and opportunities present in the
markets where they’re situated.
Decades of ATM evolution and innovation enable self-service banking machines today to support
all types of transactions, all of the world’s banking networks, a huge variety of hardware platforms,
advanced functionalities and personalized user interfaces.
There is every reason to believe that this useful and durable device will continue to break new
ground as a banking channel for as long as consumers continue to seek convenience, utility and a
personalized touch from banking services.
“I think the ATM software industry is more exciting than it’s ever been,” says Korala. “There’s a lot
happening all around the world. There’s mobile integration; There are contactless transactions; there
are cardless transactions; there are all the technologies banks are implementing around security; there
is a great deal of interest in new technologies such as cloud services. Banks are more focused on
software than ever before because banks now understand the importance of software — not only to
the future of self-service — but also to the future of banking itself.”

Developed and published by
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Note: Not all data will add up to 100% due to rounding

Analysis of financial
institution survey results
Financial institutions

1. Please identify your industry segment.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

2. In what global region are you based?

Europe, Western

North America

9%

31%

Middle East

6%

The Caribbean

2%

Developed and published4%by

South America
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Europe, Eastern

13%

Asia

22%

Africa

8%

Australia and Oceania

4%

Sponsored by
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3. How many ATMs do you have?

2018

29% 27%

22%
1-100

101-250

22%

500-2,000 More than 2,000

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

4. What is your bank’s strategy for the number of ATMs you will operate over the next few years?

10%

25%

65%

Decrease the
number of
ATMs

No change in the
number of ATMs

Increase the number
of ATMs

5. What is your bank’s position regarding ownership of your ATM assets?

6%

71%

20%

Developed and published by
We own our
ATM assests

3%

We currently own
our ATM assets
but are considering an
outsourcing model
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We have already
outsourced our
ATM assets to
another company

I have no idea
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6. How would you describe your bank’s strategy when it comes to new ATM functionality and technology?

2018
Improvements are driven by customer requirements
and/or business case ROI more than external factors

47%

We are an early adopter that's always on,
or near, the cutting edge

29%

We wait until other banks adopt, then
we react ("fast follower")

We do very little with the atm channel
unless required by new regulations

3%

None of the above

3%

19%

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

7. Current ATM functionality: Which features are supported today? (Participants selected all that applied.)

59%

53%

41%

38% 38% 37%
36%

31% 29%
28% 27%

23%

19% 19% 18%

13% 11% 11%
6% 3%
3% 2%

59%

Dispensing multiple note denominations

27%

Person-to-person payments

53%

Bill Payment

23%

Multicurrency dispense

41%

Cardless transactions (e.g., single-use PIN for emergency cash)

19%

Contactless (i.e. “tap-and-go,” mobile prestage)

38%

Business deposits with bulk notes and checks

19%

Note mix selected by customer

(more than 50 items at once)

18%

Coin acceptance/dispensing

13%

Sales capabilities (e.g., open new account)

11%

Tablets used by bankers to assist customers at branch ATMs

11%

Biometric authentication

6%

Video conferencing

3%

Scheduling meeting with bank staff

3%

Multitouch with gestures (e.g., pinch, zoom)

2%

Cryptocurrency transactions

38%

Mobile phone top-up

37%

Cash recycling

(i.e., intermixed
and checks, withoutby
envelope)
Developed
andcashpublished
36%

Deposits with mixed media

31%

Targeted marketing

29%

E-receipts

28%

Teller functionality at ATMs/kiosks
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8. Future ATM functionality: Which features will be supported over the next few years?
(Participants selected their top three answer choices.)

2018

33% 31%

29%

23% 22%
18%

11% 11%

10% 9%
8% 8% 7% 7%
6% 6% 6% 5%
4% 4% 3% 3%

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

33%

Cardless transactions (e.g., single-use PIN for emergency cash)

8% 		 Video conferencing

31%

Contactless transactions (i.e., “tap and go,” mobile prestage)

7% 		 Multicurrency dispense

29%

Biometric authentication

7% 		 Note mix selected by customer

23%

E-receipts

6% 		 Sales capabilities (e.g., open new account)

22%

Cash recycling

6% 		 Cryptocurrency transactions

18%

Targeted marketing

6% 		 Dispensing multiple note denominations

11%

Bill payment

5% 		 Tablets used by bankers to assist customers at branch ATMs

11%

Teller functionality at ATMs/kiosks

4% 		 Multitouch with gestures (e.g., pinch, zoom)

10%

Mobile phone top-up

4% 		 Scheduling meeting with bank staff

9% 		 Deposits with mixed media
		
(i.e., intermixed cash and checks, without envelope)

3% 		 Coin acceptance/dispensing
3% 		 Person-to-person payments

8%		 Business deposits with bulk notes and checks
		
(more than 50 items at once)

9. What is the bank’s position regarding remote monitoring of your ATM estate?
We monitor it internally using tools licensed from vendors.

We monitor it internally using proprietary (bank-developed) tools.
It is monitored as a managed service by a third party.

17%

16%

It is externally monitored by the same company who
processes our ATM transactions.

15%

None of the above

4%

Developed and published by

I don't know
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10. Current ATM remote management functionality: Which Features are supported today?
(Participants selected all that applied.)

2018

71%
70%
65%
63%
56%
54%

ATM application monitoring (e.g., view of special transaction events)
Remote actions (e.g., reset device, reboot)

Electronic journal retrieval

Cash position, real-time view for each ATM, groups of ATMs, all
Dashboard view of operational status

Software distribution of all ATM software updates

44%
43%

Remote key loading

Security event monitoring (e.g., skimming attempts)
Cash forecasting

35%
31%
25%
20%
16%

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
Automated ATM asset management

Remote ATM reimaging of the hard disk (including OS)

Predictive maintenance

Single sign-on to all management functions

11. What is the most important factor in deciding the priority of adding new ATM functionalities
and technologies?

41%

18%

Customer
requests/demands

Competitive
pressures

12%

12%

Security
improvements

Technology
refresh

Developed and published by
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10%

Cost
reduction

6%
None of
the above

1%
Consultant
recommendations

Sponsored by
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12. If you could improve only one aspect of your ATM channel,
which would it be?

13. Regarding the role of ATMs in your bank’s
future strategy, which of the following is
most likely to be true?

2018

3%

21%

Customer experience (i.e., ATM user interface)

16%

Cost of operation

15%

15%

ATM availability

13%

Features and functions
Security

7%

Time to market

6%

Remote management tools

6%

56%

25%

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
4%

Integration with back-end systems
Vendor management

3%

ATM transaction speed

3%

None of the above

3%

Management information (i.e., reporting)

3%

They will increase in importance,
with more being done by ATMs
They'll be about the same in
importance as they are today.
They'll be of less importance,
with other channels increasing
in importance.
I don't know.

14. Which aspects of ATM technology will receive the most attention from your bank in the near future?
(Participants selected their top two answer choices.)

29%

28%

26%

24%

22%

18%

10%

Additional transactions, services
Mobile device support

Technologyand
refreshpublished
(e.g., Windows 10) by
Developed
Cross channel integration
Security
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8%

Alignment with other channels
(e.g., similar interface, common functions)

6%

6%

3%

4%

2%

User interface redesign

Next-gen ATM hardware support

Support for alternative methods
of identification

Remote management

Software distribution, remote updates

New architecture, redesign

Communications infrastructure

Sponsored by

(e.g., cloud computing)
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15. What are the most critical changes your bank needs to make regarding the operations
of ATMs in the near future? (Participants selected their top two answer choices.)

2018
42%

30%

30%

23%

18%

18%

13%

10%

9%

6%

6%

Improve the customer experience

Cash-handling efficiency

Streamline reconciliation process

Improve ATM availability/uptime

Reduce operational costs (e.g., maintenance)

Decrease ATM transaction time

Migrate in-branch over-the-counter
transactions to self-service systems

Increase remote management capabilities

Management information reporting

Decrease internal time and effort required
to push out software updates/releases

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
Additional transactions and services

16. Which statements best describe your current ATM operating system environment? (Participants selected all that applied.)

5%

66%

24%

16%

Some or all
ATMs run a
non-Microsoft OS

All ATMs run Windows 7.

Some ATMs run
Windows 7.

All or most
ATMs run
Windows XP.

17. Which statements best describe your future ATM operating system environment? (Participants selected all that applied.)

41%

27%

23%

11%

9%

we will migrate
to Windows 10,
but have no
definite plan.

definite plan
to migrate to
Windows 10.

be an early
adopter of
Windows 10
for our ATMs.

We will run the
OS that comes
with the ATM
when we buy
new machines.

We are
investigating
OS alternatives
to Windows 10.

Developed
published
byWe plan to
At some point, andWe
have a
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No idea, don't
want to think
about it.
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Non-bank deployers, ATM manufacturers, ATM maintenance and service companies,
ATM hardware and software suppliers, processors
1.

2.

2018

Please identify your industry segment.

Other includes Non-bank deployers,
ATM manufacturers, ATM maintenance
and service companies, ATM hardware
and software suppliers, processors

In what global region are you based?

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
20%
Europe, Western

North America

14%

30%

Middle East

6%

The Caribbean

Central America

2%

1%

South America

10%

3.

Europe, Eastern

9%

Asia

15%

Africa

9%

Australia and Oceania

3%

What is your view regarding the number of ATMs your region will have over the next few years?

The number will decrease.

Developed and published by

21%

59%

Sponsored by

The number will increase.

The number will not change.
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4. Current ATM functionality: which features are
most commonly supported today on ATMs in
your region? (Participants selected all that applied.)

5. Future ATM functionality: which features will
be supported in your region over the next few
years? (Participants selected all that applied.)

2018
Dispensing multiple note denominations

57%

Cash recycling

39%

Bill payment

56%

Biometric authentication

32%

Cardless transactions

48%

Cardless transactions

28%

(e.g., single-use PIN for emergency cash)

(e.g., single-use PIN for emergency cash)

46%

Contactless (i.e., "tap-and-go," mobile prestage)

25%

(more than 50 items at once)

38%

Bill payment

19%

Teller functionality at ATMs/kiosks

36%

Mobile phone top-up

14%

Cash recycling

Business deposits with bulk notes and checks

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
Mobile phone top-up

35%

E-receipts

13%

Deposits with mixed media (i.e., intermixed cash

27%

Targeted marketing

11%

Contactless (i.e., "tap-and-go," mobile prestage)

23%

Teller functionality at ATMs/kiosks

11%

E-receipts

23%

Business deposits with bulk notes and checks

11%

Targeted marketing

21%

Note mix selected by customer

10%

Person-to-person payments

20%

Video conferencing

10%

Multicurrency dispense

18%

Deposits with mixed media (i.e., intermixed cash
and checks, without envelope)

9%

Note mix selected by customer

18%

Sales capabilities (e.g., open new account)

9%

Coin acceptance/dispensing

15%

Multitouch with gestures (e.g., pinch, zoom)

7%

Biometric authentication

14%

Person-to-person payments

7%

Tablets used by bankers to assist
customers at branch ATMs

10%

Cryptocurrency transactions

6%

and checks, without envelope)

(more than 50 items at once)

Video conferencing

9%

Dispensing multiple note denominations

6%

Sales capabilities (e.g., open new account)

8%

Tablets used by bankers to assist
customers at branch ATMs

5%

Developed
and published by 6%
Scheduling meeting with bank staff

Sponsored
by
4%

Multicurrency dispense

Multitouch with gestures (e.g., pinch, zoom)

5%

Coin acceptance/dispensing

3%

Cryptocurrency transactions

3%

Scheduling meeting with bank staff

1%
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6. Current ATM remote management functionality: Which features are most commonly supported today
in your region? (Participants selected all that applied.)

2018
47%

65%

70%

Cash position, real-time
view for each ATM, groups
of ATMs, al l

Cash forecasting

60%

Software distribution of all
ATM software updates

42%

Remote key loading

Electronic
journal
retrieval

49%

66%

Dashboard view of
operational status

24%
Predictive
maintenance

31%
Automated ATM asset
management

ATM and
self-service
1%
1%
12%
software
28%
trends
15%
ATM application monitoring
(e.g., view of special
transaction events)

62%

Remote actions (e.g.,
reset device, reboot)

44%

11%
Single sign-on to all
management functions

19%
Remote ATM reimaging
of the hard disk
(including OS)

Security event monitoring
(e.g., skimming attempts)

7. What is the most important factor in deciding the priority of adding new ATM functionalities
and technologies?

Consultant recommendations

None of the above

Security improvements

Customer requests/demands

Technology refresh

Developed and published by

17%

Competitive pressures

26%

Sponsored by

Cost reduction
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8. If the ATM industry could only improve one aspect of the ATM channel, which would it be?

21%

2018
18%

Cost of operation

12%

Integration with
back-end systems

Customer
experience (i.e.,
ATM user interface)

15%

ATM availability

1%

7%

Security

8%

Features
and function s

5%
ATM transaction speed

Management
information
(i.e., reporting)

1%
None of the above

5%

1%

Remote management tools

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
25%
54%
19%

4%

Vendor management

Time to market

9. Regarding the role of ATMs in the future, which of the following is most likely to be true?

They will increase in
importance, with more
being done by ATMs

They'll be about the
same in importance as
they are today.

Developed and published by
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They'll be of less
importance, with other
channels increasing in
importance.

3%
I don't know.

Sponsored by
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10. Which aspects of ATM technology will receive the most attention in the near future?
(Participants selected their top two answer choices.)

2018
37%

32%

26%

20% 19%

16%

7%

7%

7%

Mobile device support

Cross channel integration

Additional transactions, services

Technology refresh (e.g., Windows 10)

Security

5%

5%

3%

Communications infrastructure

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
Remote management

User interface redesign

New architecture, redesign
(e.g., cloud computing)

Next-gen ATM hardware support

Alignment with other channels (e.g.,
similar interface, common functions)

5%

Support for alternative methods
of identification
Software distribution, remote updates

11. What are the most critical changes ATM deployers need to make regarding the operations
of ATMs in the near future? (Participants selected their top two answer choices.)

33%

Improve the
customer experience

26%

34%

Additional
transactions
and services

24%

Improve ATM
availability/uptime

30%

Reduce operational
costs (e.g.,
maintenance)

25%

Migrate in-branch
over-the-counter
transactions to
self-service systems

Developed and published by
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11%

Decrease internal time
and effort required to
push out software
updates/releases

18%

Increase remote
management
capabilitie s

9%

Decrease ATM
transaction time

5%
Streamline
reconciliation
process

1%
Other

3%
Management
information
reporting

Sponsored by
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12. Which statements best describe your or your customers’ current ATM operating system environment?
(Participants selected all that applied.)

2018
45%

48%

17%

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
All or most ATMs run
Windows XP.

Some ATMs run
Windows 7.

All ATMs run
Windows 7.

13%
Some or all ATMs run
a non-Microsoft OS.

13. Which statements best describe your or your customers’ future ATM operating system environment?
(Participants selected all that applied.)

At some point, we will migrate to Windows 10,
but have no definite plan.
We will run the OS that comes with the ATM
when we buy new machines.

We plan to be an early adopter of Windows 10 for our ATMs.

23%

18%

We have a definite plan to migrate to Windows 10.

14%

No idea, don't want to think about it.

14%

We are investigating OS alternatives to Windows 10.

Developed and published by
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It’s Time to Retire XFS
On a regular basis articles, are published predicting the
imminent death of cash. The world, they say, is rapidly
moving toward digital payments, and soon it will be
unnecessary to maintain a complex global infrastructure
dedicated to distributing pieces of paper that have
monetary value.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
Although with a somewhat myopic monetary focus this may
seem logical (especially for those in the upper economic
demographic), reality is quite different. There are now
more than 3 million (and growing) ATMs around the world
dedicated to the task of distributing little pieces of paper,
and the transaction rates on those devices, especially those
“off premises” are growing rapidly.
Of the 180 currencies recognized as legal tender, the vast
majority are seeing annual increases in the 3–4 percent
range in terms of the number of notes in circulation. As a
consequence, for the foreseeable future, we are going to
need devices to dispense these currencies. The question is
how they will be distributed.

Nancy Gail Daniels,
Chairwoman, HTx
Services LLC and
Circuitech LLC

Nancy is Managing Partner of HTx Holdings
LLC and is board chair of HTx Services
LLC and Circuitech LLC. She is an
engineer and spent 15 years in the defense
industry as technical innovator in weapons
guidance. Over the last 25 years she has
served in senior or ‘C’ level positions at
the top OEM’s of Retail (PoS), ATM and
Branch Automation technology. Her span
of responsibility has included hardware
and software engineering, logistics, field
service and sales. Nancy has a deep
knowledge of the Banking and Retail
industries and is thought leader in the area
of the cash eco-system.

The basic architecture of ATMs, independent of OEM, has
remained the same since the mid 1990s as a consequence of a standard we agreed upon,
called XFS (eXtentions for Financial Services).
This standard, which began as the result of a joint industry-Microsoft working committee in 1993,
was designed to make the then-difficult job of developing ATM software easier.
It did that job, and it did it well through three major revisions of Microsoft Windows: NT; XT;
and Windows 7.

However,and
whenpublished
XFS was defined,
Developed
byit was impossible for us to anticipate what banking and Sponsored by
customer expectations would look like 25 years later. Mobile, deposit automation, card-less
transactions, advanced encryption and even EMV chip cards (introduced a year after XFS)
were hardly in consideration.
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XFS and Windows, although it has served us well, simply wasn’t designed for today’s world, and its
adaptation is making ATM software increasingly more fragile.

2018

It’s now time for the “ATM software stack” architecture to be retired. In an age when tellers have
evolved into universal bankers, even the term “automated teller machine” seems almost quaint.
A growing cohort of today’s banking customers (Gen X’ers and millennials) are no longer tied to the
bank branch teller line of the past. Although they use cash (increasingly) their expectations of banking
technology are radically different.
What was intended to be a standard to help with the transition from IBM OS/2 and other proprietary
software has now evolved into a costly impediment to the advancement of banking technology. The
transition from Windows 7 to 10, which has no discernable customer benefit, is just one example.
Although there have been admirable attempts to standardize things like cardless authentication in
order to move things forward, these are still tied to the old concept of the ATM.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends

In much the same way that Intel Microprocessor and Microsoft OS technology matured to the point
where it was useable in the banking industry a quarter century ago, a combination of new technologies
have matured to the point where it is now time to redefine how we distribute bank notes.
Apps, IoT, cloud, blockchain, cryptotokens are not simply buzzwords anymore, rather they form the
foundation of what the ATM can become: a universally accessible open platform for the reliable and
secure distribution of all forms of currency.
Instead of an expensive and overpowered fat Wintel client running software based on a 25-year-old
architecture that is fragile and prone to cyberattack, move the software into a secure cloud.
Instead of a platform that requires regular replacement to support new versions of an operating
system before it is fully depreciated or has reached the end of its mechanical life, move to a thin-client
architecture that functions as an Internet of Things device.
Instead of error-prone and labor-intensive journaling and settlement of ATM cash, move every
transaction to a real-time, indelible (and auditable) entry in a blockchain journal.
And perhaps most importantly, in an age when physical, identity, cyber, and socially engineered
attacks on ATM networks — which cost hundreds of millions and are based on 1960s technology and
the outmoded static PIN — move instead to a cardless beacon-based technology assured by mobile
authentication (MAC ID-based two-layer password, facial recognition or thumbprint), which gives no
opportunity for criminals to intercept PCI data.

The above description of an alternate approach to financial access is not far off. As our industry did in
the 1990sand
with XFS,
all it takesby
is a few influencers willing to take a stand on the belief that the
world of
Developed
published
Sponsored
the ATM as it exists no longer serves, and that there is a better way.

by

We simply have to have the courage to create it.
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2020: The Mother of All OS Migrations
It has become increasingly clear in 2018 that the global ATM
industry is approaching an inflection point. In mathematics,
this is the point of a curve where the direction changes in
the curvature.
According to the Cambridge online dictionary, the inflection
point is a time of sudden, noticeable, or important change in
an industry, company or market. A convergence of factors is
driving the ATM industry to its imminent inflection point.

ATM and
self-service
software
trends
The outcome will be a reorientation of the ATM’s entire future.
And not a moment too soon, given that the ATM industry
needs to get its act together if the channel is to remain the
predominant customer touch point for financial services.

Mike Lee,
CEO, ATM Industry
Association and
Chairman, Consortium
for Next Gen ATMs

Since becoming CEO of the ATM Industry
Association in 2005, Mike Lee has several
chapters of the organization around the
world. Lee is also chairman of the ATM
Security Forum, the Consortium for Next
Generation ATMs, the ATM Cash Council,
the 2020 Committee, the 2023 WinCE
Committee, the Linux ATM Committee, and
the ATMIA World Payments Council.

Specifically, the ATM needs to become an integral part of
the Internet of Things, a vast interconnected web of smart
devices, channels and appliances used by consumers
linked to the mobile internet, which will dominate social life throughout the 2020s.

Critically, two migrations are about to converge into one larger movement toward a new future for ATMs.
Firstly, the industry is planning its move to a Windows 10 operating system, with the sunset of support
for Windows 7 occurring in January 2020, a little over a year away.
Experts consider Windows 10 IoT Enterprise to be the only viable option for this mainstream industry
migration. There is, at the same time, great interest in Linux ATMs, as the industry seeks ways to
reduce its long-term dependency on Microsoft.
Secondly, 2019 will see the first real deployments of next generation ATM architecture following the
global launch of a new API app model for ATMs at the ATMIA ATM & Payments Summit in Madrid in
October 2018.

This newand
ecosystem
for ATMs will
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— similar to cardless ATM transactions. The question asked by the Consortium for Next Generation
ATMs, now supported by 175 companies worldwide, is, “Why not plug 5 billion mobile phones into 3.2
million ATMs and see what happens?”
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How will these two migrations play out and interact in the coming months?
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Award-winning, ATMIA-endorsed consultant Eric de Putter of Payments Redesign has conducted an
analysis of how these two migrations can be combined.
After interviewing four large banks, three hardware manufacturers, two software suppliers, a nonATM industry software provider and a new operating system provider, De Putter concluded that it is
essential to lay the foundations now for an OS-agnostic future. And Linux may well be one of the keys
to this future.
De Putter argues that there’s a convincing business case for Linux to support Windows 10 and, at the
same time, to pave the way for next-gen ATM architecture. The NGA plan would attain standardization
through APIs, rather than at the OS-specific level. The industry will benefit long-term from this new
model by breaking out of the endless cycles of Windows upgrades.
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Additionally, De Putter points out that Intel and Microsoft have limitations on support for aging
processors on Windows 10, and estimates that hardware replacements for the 2020 migration could
result in an estimated $5.6 billion in hardware replacement costs. He calculates that roughly 50 percent
of the global ATM estate is on Windows 7, and that by 2020. more than 2 million ATMs might need to
migrate after the Windows 7 sunset.
There’s a space where these two migrations overlap. Herein lies the secret of the industry’s ability,
I believe, to rise from the ashes of a final costly migration to a new Windows operating system as a
Phoenix of Agnosticity.
Given that it’s risky to rely on unsupported processors, especially as the danger of cyberattacks
increases, an unexpected alternative has appeared on the horizon like a knight on a white horse. It is
the option of running Windows 10 as a virtual agent in a Linux environment.
Although this option does not yet have a proof of concept, nor a global support system, early indicators
are positive that the long-term support model of Linux could provide widespread relief to the industry,
helping it to avoid some of the high hardware investments, even at this late hour.
At the same time, this technology would help the industry to modernize its software structure in
preparation for next-generation ATM architecture.,
As mentioned, NGA architecture moves the OS dependency layer to an API layer. De Putter argues
that this new structure could enable the future use of a lightweight OS such as Windows 10 IoT Core,
or an alternative such as Linux. \

He has recommended that the Consortium taps into the XFS4IoT standardization initiative, which is
also focused on APIs rather than device drivers, to embed the all-important principle of agnosticity
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future.
At least oneby
major hardware manufacturer already supports Linux for ATMs.
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The move towards an industry-wide OS agnostic platform, API standardization and enablement of a
full cloud environment for ATM operations will create a powerful, more cost-efficient and flexible future
for ATMs.
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For example, AI can be embedded in the future environment for big data analytics. This should make
the software platform significantly more robust.
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Indeed, the ATM industry, through the Consortium for Next Generation ATMs, is seeking to define
end-to-end security for its new, more standardized ecosystem, from the cloud to the customer-owned
devices that will become the primary mode of transaction at ATMs in the 2020s.
In the short-term, the industry could reduce hardware investment costs with an investment in Linux for
Windows 10 in a virtualized environment, once the proof of concept has been completed and the whole
cost and support model has been better understood.
At the same time, investing in NGA architecture will reduce future Windows migrations and break the
industry’s long-term dependency on Microsoft, creating much greater choice for all ATM deployers —
both banks and IADs — in the future.
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The Necessity of Connected
Commerce in the Consumer Journey
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, the banking
and financial services industries saw intense transformation
and disruption, both structurally and technologically, in
the white space left behind by the institutions and service
providers that retrenched, closed or consolidated.
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What everyone thought would be a short period of
innovation has extended into a decade-long process, with
no sign of stopping. This has led to an unprecedented
fintech boom and created the need for legacy financial
institutions to play catch-up in some areas.

Alan Kerr,
Senior Vice President
of Software,
Chief Revenue Officer,
Diebold Nixdorf

Alan Kerr currently serves as senior vice
president of software, and Chief Revenue
Officer at Diebold Nixdorf. He is responsible
for the organization’s global software
business, which focuses on building the
strategy and driving sustainable growth
surrounding innovation in software
solutions. He also leads three of the
company’s centers of excellence: customer
solutions; sales excellence; and marketing.

Of the trends that have emerged over the last decade,
faster payments and digital wallets might take the
spotlight, but new consumer confidence in using digital
banking technology and using data to deliver personalized
services also stand out. The recent digital transformation
push has seen the rise of personalization, integration
and convenience across the banking sector. These
characteristics have set an entirely new rubric for all financial services.

While startups have done their part in pushing the banking industry forward, legacy institutions have
not stood idle. One of the most sensational developments in the recent years is Zelle, cautiously
dubbed “Banks’ answer to Venmo,” a payments platform backed by the largest banks in the industry.
The introduction of Zelle represents a turning tide in the banking industry — that, and a new trend
of institutions partnering with or acquiring startups to build out their capabilities and add new brand
personalities, such as the acquisition of Clarity Money by Goldman Sachs in 2018.
Today, financial institutions are engaged in a race to differentiate themselves through new user
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upstream and downstream, reaching both their consumer and
merchant clientele.
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One strategy being deployed to great effect by leading firms is a two-phase approach to highly leveraging
physical distribution channels: firstly, seamlessly integrating with digital to provide the omnichannel
experience; and secondly, partnering with a broader ecosystem to enable connected commerce.
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Diebold Nixdorf, for example, drove its own evolution in this same way — beginning the journey in the
20th century as a focused ATM provider, but pursuing growth alongside the industry, systematically
investing in software solutions for financial institutions
This was no accident: While consumers continue to embrace a wide variety of channels and touch
points, it is software and data that enables us to think not in terms of channel or technology, but in
terms of what ultimately matters: the customer journey.

The new customer journey

Determining whether the new “customer journey” in banking is physical or digital, or a mix of both,
is where lines get blurry. According to the ForeSee Experience Index, nearly two-thirds of banking
consumers begin their journey using a mobile device or online, but more than half (58 percent) of them
end up completing the process in a physical branch.
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The truth is, customers are individuals and will craft their journeys based on their own comfort levels,
needs and conveniences within a mixed landscape of options.
The customer journey has more paths than might initially meet the eye. The journey includes a handful
of activities that succeed one another: shopping around for the best fit; comparing quotes and prices;
and ultimately making a final decision.
The emergence of different channel technology at every step of the customer journey has left banks
with a massive opportunity to seamlessly blend in with their target market’s daily life.
As consumers demand more from banking, banks must innovate and change to meet consumers where
they are, on the channels they choose, delivering the convenience and personalization they expect.
Near-field payment technology, biometrics, and mobile applications all play a role in transforming
banking for connected commerce, ensuring that banks are available at the moment consumers need
them, whether it’s at the point of purchase or after hours.

What can FIs do to retain customers?

More and more, the gold standard for financial institutions to retain customers is to build a connected
commerce experience that is both accessible and engaging, no matter their preference, while offering
tools to increase usability and entice less experienced individuals.

What financial institutions need to realize is that rather than harping on which channel is most efficient
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when it comes to reaching the consumer, all efforts should be focused on understanding the consumer.
Furthermore, endless options and unlimited accessibility for consumers have meant that banks and
merchants now have to grapple with balancing almost diametrically opposed demands: more choice
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but with also more customizable options; higher security on simpler processes; and exclusivity without
compromising availability.
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The focus also lies in understanding customers by analyzing data to determine their priorities and
preferences. Understanding consumer data allows financial institutions to ramp up service, identify
gaps in the consumer journey, capitalize on new ways to monetize their position, and innovate for
differentiation in the user experience.
By offering malleable, tailored solutions, banks help the customer feel valued and understood.
This, combined with understanding generational and demographic tendencies, sets up banks for
sustainable, competitive success.
Connected commerce, intertwined with data-driven consumer experiences, should become the
new norm for the banking industry, as it fits right into the customer-centric model that is becoming
increasingly important for legacy firms.
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As they strive to grow with their customers and achieve a lifelong relationship, banks should work in
tandem with data-collection services to craft and nurture a mutualistic customer-institution partnership.
Collecting, analyzing, interpreting and implementing consumer data allows firms to meet customers
right when it matters the most — at their moment of need.
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‘Cash It Now’ Convenience Keeps
Checks Relevant in a Real-time World
Despite dire speculation, checks are still alive and well.
Most people still write and cash checks, even if they do it
less frequently. And, thanks to technology, there is a place
for checks in our faster payments world, one where people
expect — and need — to be able to access money quickly,
easily and conveniently.
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In Expectations & Experiences: Household Finances, the
quarterly consumer trends study by Fiserv, the majority of
consumers (58 percent) said they had cashed a check in
the three months prior to the survey.

Whether to pay for daily expenses, emergencies, or other
realities of life, people sometimes need immediate access to
cash from checks. The Fiserv survey found that more than
two-thirds of people who cashed a check have, at some
point, needed immediate access to those funds.
In fact, 20 percent of check-cashing consumers and 21
percent of small business owners report that they needed
immediate access to funds from a check in the past month.

Victoria Dougherty,
Director of Product
Management, Financial
and Risk Management
Solutions, Fiserv

Victoria Dougherty is director of product
management for financial and risk
management solutions at Fiserv. In this
role, she is responsible for the Immediate
Funds product that makes accelerated
funds availability a reality for forwardthinking financial institutions and their
customers. Dougherty has more than 20
years of experience in the financial services
industry, with a background that includes
management roles at both financial
institutions and technology providers.

The survey also found that check-cashing millennials (age 18 to 36) were more likely to need
immediate access to funds in the past month than other generations — 26 percent compared with 18
percent for all other age groups.
In the same way, small business owners want immediate funds from checks to improve cash flow and
keep their money working. In the survey, 30 percent of small business owners said that they need
quick access to funds from checks to buy equipment or supplies necessary to operate their business.
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To get quick access to funds from a deposited check, people have options other than their primary
financial institution, including another financial institution, a family member, an alternative financial
provider or other source.
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When consumers begin to go elsewhere to manage their money, financial relationships may be eroded
and important revenue is likely missed.
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The good news? Sixty-four percent of people who have ever cashed a check say that if their financial
institution offered a check-cashing service, they’d use it at least occasionally if it offered immediate
access to those funds.

Important takeaways for financial institutions
Many consumers and small business owners might not know whether their financial institution offers
check-cashing services, and for good reason. Historically, banks and credit unions have not been
anxious to promote or provide these types of services.
As a result, it became common knowledge that if you wanted a bill paid quickly or needed instant access
to funds, you needed to go somewhere other than your financial institution to solve this problem.
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Now that financial institutions can more securely and easily offer immediate funds availability, it’s time
to change that perception and focus on the needs of the consumer.
For some people, branch banking at the teller window might be intimidating. Self-service products and
services, such as mobile banking and ATMs, provide needed privacy when seeking immediate funds.
But what about risk? In fact, within a matter of seconds, a proprietary algorithm for immediate funds
availability can quickly process information about the check and the accountholder presenting it.
If the transaction is pre-approved, an offer for accelerated funds availability is made to the consumer.
If the offer isn’t approved, no offer is made and a potentially embarrassing decline is avoided. This
kind of intelligent decisionmaking helps protect the financial institution from loss while providing a
differentiated consumer experience.
Financial institutions understand the value consumers place on immediate access to funds — and
know that their customers and members are probably going elsewhere to find the service.
Offering immediate funds availability is an obvious way to begin to reverse that erosion and help
financial institutions serve their consumers’ holistic financial needs, solidifying the institution’s role
as a trusted advisor to their account holders.
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Retail ATM Innovation:
When Push Comes to Shove
The ATM is a key touchpoint for financial services and cash
access. But it is often one of the most neglected access points.
Banks and credit unions have been satisfied with allowing their
machines to provide an added convenience to cardholders
— and to gain added dividends on foreign card use. ATM
operators and retailers have been happy to provide simple offsite cash access — and earn revenues from surcharge fees
and interchange.
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Without the demand for more, what motivation do ATM
manufacturers have to innovate?

The ATM industry has been at rest.

Newton’s First Law of Motion states, “An object at rest stays
at rest, and an object in motion stays in motion with the same
speed and in the same direction unless acted upon by an
unbalanced force.”
ADA? PCI/Triple DES? Windows migration? EMV? The
industry has been poked and prodded … but has not moved.
In fact, the “place and earn” model has become so ingrained
that cost expectations are practically set in stone with little to
no wiggle room for even these upgrades and improvements.

Robel Gugsa,
CEO, FCTI Inc.
As CEO of FCTI, Robel Gugsa oversees the
planning, leadership and implementation
of the organization’s long- and shortterm strategic direction, encouraging
an emphasis on customer relationships
and technological development. He has
extensive experience in transaction
payment processing, ATM manufacturing,
and building partnerships with major
financial institutions. Before joining
FCTI, he co-founded and served as chief
technology officer at Select-A-Branch
Network, which was acquired by FCTI
in 2013. He holds degrees from Stevens
Institute of Technology and the NYU
Tandon School of Engineering.

The ATM is not being viewed as a tool for innovation.

Except by the consumer.
Mobile users — now reaching around 98 percent penetration in the United States — are increasingly reliant
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on convenience.
But their expectations
they
hold in their hand — an innovative, up-to-date, user-focused personal computer. A smart phone.
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And, let’s face it, most ATMs are far from “smart.” Mobile-focused ATM users want big screens
and intuitive interactions. And they want them fast. Really fast. And if it’s not fast, it had better be
personalized, at the very least.

2018

Fast means always on and reliable. Personalized means providing custom messages and interactions
… as well as security before, during and after the transaction.
Feeling this growing push from ATM users, some manufacturers are upping their game. We’ve seen a
series of newer machines hit the market that feature a sleeker appearance, larger displays, and faster,
more up-to-date hardware.
Some manufacturers have even recognized that, while a nice appearance can draw in users, it is the
user interface and software that determine that experience in the final analysis. Is it intuitive? Is it fast?
Is it personalized? Is it secure? Astute manufacturers are investing in the creation of programs that will
meet these consumer expectations.
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But many businesses are still holding on to their old machines, their old software and their old outlook
on the purpose and business proposition of the ATM. The industry is still at rest despite the pokes,
proddings and nudges.
While banks, credit unions, retailers and operators are willing to admit — however grudgingly —
that the ATM is a must-have resource, not enough financial institutions are willing to acknowledge
just how valuable that resource can be as a means to reach and interact with mobile and remote
banking cardholders.
While retailers and operators are seeing a slow trend toward surcharge-free transactions, greater
security and more high-tech capabilities, not enough of them are recognizing that an ATM transaction
is a consumer experience that can represent their brand and influence their revenues well beyond
the surcharge.
The ATM industry is at rest, as in complacent. As in resistant. As in tolerant of user friction. And this
is dangerous.
You might not feel it yet, but consumers are the unbalancing force working to give our industry the
push it needs. We should take heed.
Because when push comes to shove, it’s usually off a cliff.
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Cash Recycling Is for Everyone
By Greg Donahue, Senior Director of Product Marketing, Hyosung

Cash recycling is not a new topic. Financial institutions across Europe and Asia have used recycling
ATMs to offset the high costs of cash-in-transit companies for more than 25 years.
In the United States, institutions have mulled for years whether implementing recycling technology
at the ATM would provide a return on investment. Past results have been mixed — most institutions
believed that for recycling to work, the ATM had to take in about as much cash as it dispensed to
realize any benefits.
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But in the last three years, several of the largest financial institutions — and about 75 institutions in the
community space — have made the switch and are reaping the rewards. Why the sudden change?
The answer is simple: In the 15 years since image-capable machines have been in the mainstream, we
have seen cash (and check) deposit volumes skyrocket. According to RBR, cash deposit volumes grew
by about 55 percent from 2011 to 2017, an astounding increase.
While this advancement saves millions of dollars per year in operational expenses, it also increases
CIT spending. In many cases, institutions now have multiple cash deposit pickups per week (some
every day!)
Previously, most institutions could get by on one pickup per week, and in some cases, one per month, at
most. Growing cash deposit volumes at the ATM mean more CIT costs and more internal management
resources to deal with the issue.
The solution is to use recycling to leverage high cash deposit volumes and drastically reduce overall
spending on CIT companies. Based on an analysis of 10 financial institutions ranging in assets from $275
million to $1 trillion, we determined that recycling technology could remove between 40 percent and 50
percent of total CIT costs.
A large portion of this reduction is attributable to a significant reduction in cash deposit pulls. The math is
compelling, but recycling has other significant advantages too.
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Hyosung has more than 8,000 recycling ATMs deployed in the United States. This installed base lets us
gather accurate performance data and compare it to industry averages for performance metrics such as
fault rates.
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Our findings suggest that recycling devices typically perform between 35 percent and 50 percent better
than widely available, separate dispenser and deposit modules.
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Also, CIT-induced faults and service calls are extremely common across most ATM networks. Our
customers are reducing the number of CIT touches by 40 percent to 50 percent, which reduces the
number of CIT-induced faults by the same percentage.

Customer satisfaction

Denomination selection is typically among the top five drivers of customer satisfaction at the ATM. While
customers love the ability to get flexible denominations and cash checks, offering multiple denominations
at every site can be cost-prohibitive for an institution. Most deployers choose to prioritize efficiency over
the customer experience when it comes to denominations.
By deploying recycling ATMs, institutions can utilize the large number of $20 bills that are deposited,
while allocating other cassettes for smaller or larger denominations. This provides an exceptional
experience for the consumer and efficiency for the institution. Also, by increasing the number of
denominations that you dispense with a recycler, the deployer can actually increase overall efficiency.
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What’s next?

Business case

A valid business case is a great first step in a recycling strategy. “A lot of preconceived notions
about recycling have been carried over from early attempts by manufacturers who tried to use global
case studies to make the case for recycling in the U.S.,” says Joe Militello, vice president of marketing
at Hyosung.
“We have found that the most effective way to get an organization behind a project this strategic is to use
a combination of recycling and traditional transaction data from peer institutions in the U.S. to build the
case. Across the board, the results have been extremely compelling, and our recycling installed based is
certainly proof of that.”

Technical analysis

One misconception about recycling is that it is challenging to implement. In fact, Hyosung has recycling
devices running on all but two major ATM networks, and the list of smaller ATM networks that have
committed to supporting recycling in 2019 continues to grow.

Another increasingly popular option has to drive transactions directly to the core processor. This
eliminates concerns about ATM network support and provides a bevy of additional benefits. Militello
says of core integration, “As the conversation around recycling develops, the focus naturally shifts to the
consumerand
experience
and the role
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“A lot of institutions have recognized that authorizing transactions with the core processor gives
advanced functionality to the consumer, and some of those advanced transactions accelerate the need to
accept and dispense multiple denominations.”
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The right solution
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Finding the right partner is vital to the successful implementation of any new technology. The key is to
find a proven provider with plenty of experience and references.
Another aspect of the consumer experience relates to the recycler itself: single slot or dual slot? Since
the inception of the single-throat mixed-media depository in 2007, the market has been clear: Single
throat is a better user experience.
It is worthwhile to ask the right questions: How will my customers interact with this device? How will
settlement take place at the host/core? Are there changes with voice guidance that must be taken
into account?
Hopefully this article has been effective in shedding some light on the rapidly growing demand for
recycling at the ATM and given you some guidance for your future recycling ATM strategy.
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ATM 3.0:
Why the ATM Industry Must Change
By Steve Gilde, Director of Global Product Marketing, Paragon Application Systems
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The payments landscape has evolved significantly since ATMs first arrived on the scene more than 50
years ago. The number and variety of payment methods have become increasingly complex.
Digital options such as all the mobile “Pays” and contactless cards now allow consumers to make
purchases using a wide assortment of devices and touch points. However, despite this proliferation of
digital options, cash still remains a preferred payment method for many consumers.
As long as physical currency continues to play a fundamental role in the payments ecosystem, the
ATM will remain a critical delivery channel for consumers.
That said, if the ATM industry is to survive another 50 years, it must evolve faster and further than
ever before. Just as the industry has moved from its roots in proprietary operating systems (ATM 1.0)
to Windows and XFS (ATM 2.0), it must now prepare for the transition to the next generation — i.e.,
ATM 3.0.
There are three aspects of the ATM industry that must change to achieve this modernization:
1. ATMs must merge with other distribution channels (e.g., mobile).
2. Automated technology must be leveraged to boost efficiency.
3. The industry collaboration to a greater degree.

Merge and standardize channels

To successfully modernize the ATM channel, organizations must integrate it to a greater degree with
other distribution channels, such as mobile and branch systems.

It is still all too common for ATM resources to be siloed with their own systems, tools and priorities.
ATM 3.0 will require that the ATM channel become a true, integrated part of the mainstream
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organization. This will allow organizations to reduce overhead, streamline processes and achieve
greater cost efficiency.
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There is still too much internal friction within the ATM industry. We have too many rules, too many
“standards” and too many proprietary processes that present barriers to organizations that wish to
innovate, integrate and automate ATM operations, product development and testing processes.
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The additional layers of complexity added by EMV contact and contactless processing have further
complicated these issues.
The transition toward ISO 20022 as a common payment messaging standard may help to demolish
some of the artificial boundaries that have arisen as payment channels have evolved separately
over time.
However, much more needs to be done in order to alleviate some of the mistakes made in the past
and create modern, flexible and universal operating standards for all ATMs.

Leverage technology to boost efficiency
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Despite the sophistication of the payments landscape, many payments providers and ATM deployers
continue to rely on disjointed, dated technology to monitor, test and maintain their machines.
This technology simply can’t keep up with the rapid pace of change in the industry today — or with
increasingly sophisticated consumer expectations.
Each additional enhancement or customization carried out on these legacy systems adds an additional
layer of expense and complexity to the payments process, ultimately making it more difficult and
costly for organizations to maintain their systems and efficiently introduce new products and services
to their customers.
One easy way for organizations to get started on the path toward ATM 3.0 is to virtualize and automate
their ATM testing environment.
By maintaining and testing ATMs on more modern technology, deployers can ensure the best
possible consumer experience at the ATM while improving their fleet’s efficiency, reliability and
total test coverage.
And by automating simple, repetitive tasks (i.e., robotic process automation), organizations can
significantly decrease the potential for manual errors while freeing up costly human capital for more
strategic activities.

Encourage stronger industry cooperation

This mission isn’t an easy one: Modernizing and standardizing technology throughout the entire
industry will require support and participation from major players across the board.
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schemes and industry regulators must work together. For example,
the
ATM Industry Association is currently working on a “Next Gen” ATM initiative to drive the technology
side of the business forward, spearheading the development of the framework, processes and
standards needed to keep the ATM industry relevant and competitive — both today and in the future.
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But as important as the ATMIA Next Gen initiative is, it is only a part of the ATM 3.0 transformation
work that needs to be done.
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ATMs have been helping consumers access money and financial services for more than half a century,
and they will continue to be around as long as consumers use cash.
However, the ATM industry must evolve to keep up with a rapidly changing technology landscape, and
with increasing consumer expectations of instant, “always-on” availability.
By merging channels and working toward standardization, leveraging automated technology and
encouraging stronger industry cooperation, we will move toward ATM 3.0, and the industry will continue
to thrive in the digital future.
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An independent company, KAL is recognized as the
world’s leading ATM software provider, with customers that include global megabanks such as Citi, China
Construction Bank and UniCredit. KAL ATM software
is installed and supported in more than 80 countries,
where it enables banks of all sizes to reduce costs and
improve competitiveness.

ATM Marketplace, owned and operated by Louisville,
Kentucky-based Networld Media Group, is the world’s
largest online publisher of news and information for
and about the global ATM industry. Content on the
site is updated every business day and is distributed
to financial services industry professionals around the
world three times weekly in a free e-mail newsletter.
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